Picture This
IntelliScan® Cargo
Sensing with Image
Retrieval

They say a picture is worth a thousand words; in the
transportation industry, it’s worth countless dollars.
How many times have you wished you had eyes
inside your trailer when you’re trying to prove or
bill for detention? How many times have you sent
a driver for a trailer only to find it’s still loaded?
Building upon breakthrough IntelliScan® cargo
sensing technology, not only can you know with
unprecedented accuracy when a trailer is loaded or
empty, now you can see it, save it, and share it.
BETTER THAN SMART TRAILER, IT’S INTELLIGENT
TRAILER MANAGEMENT
In this age of smart trailer technology, IntelliScan
raised the bar with advanced methods of detection,
leveraging a proprietary combination of optical
imaging and laser time of flight to achieve 99.9%
accuracy in cargo detection.
With IntelliScan, your FleetLocate trailer
management system reads the entire 53’ trailer,
reliably and accurately, in extreme environmental
conditions, and with varied and irregular load types
such as “soft” cargo like carpet or paper. And now,
the artificial intelligence and machine learning that
reads your cargo now captures what it sees and
arms you with what you need to combat detention
and ensure trailer readiness.
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A THOUSAND WORDS, A MILLION USES
Being able to capture images from inside your trailers will
revolutionize the way you manage your drivers, trailers, and
business relationships. With IntelliScan Image Retrieval, you can:
- Improve worker safety and lower liability by detecting cargo
load shift before doors open
- Minimize cargo damage and increase efficiency by detecting
improper loading
- Resolve claims confidently with timestamped images that
prove or disprove cargo/trailer damage
- Keep drivers driving by ensuring a trailer is empty before
scheduling pickup
- Recover stolen cargo and aid in prosecution with
timestamped documentation
- Increase detention billing accuracy and improve shipper
practices with proof of load/unload
FEATURES AT A GLANCE
IntelliScan captures an image when any
of the following events occur:
• Trip Starts/Stops
• Unauthorized Movement
• Auto Locate/Heartbeat
• Power Connect/Disconnect
• Door Open/Close

For question about your device please contact customer service at: 			
Phone: 1-888-624-1350 (option #2) | Email: ati-support@spireon.com		
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